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Abstract—The library is a place to read books with various collections so that 
readers can get various sources of knowledge. But in this technological era, people 
want things that are more practical. With the presence of Artificial intelligence, it 
can be applied and integrated into the library system. A common problem when 
readers come to the library is to look for literature according to their choice, both 
in terms of the name, image, type, and form of the literature. Artificial intelligence 
can help in searching literature based on recommendations and ratings, so readers 
don’t have to bother looking for the desired literature one by one from the avail-
able bookshelves. This certainly makes it easier for readers to search for literature, 
especially those who are confused about where to look. The recommendation 
system used is the recommendation method, where the method is a method that 
combines Filtering and Ranking. This research is intended so that readers who are 
in the library can easily and quickly search for their literature.
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1 Introduction

Library Manuals are not the time anymore, searching for books manually in libraries 
will soon pass because there are many emerging information technology applications 
that can help librarians’ performance become much simpler and easier, namely with 
artificial intelligence (AI). Artificial intelligence is an artificial intelligence that is inte-
grated with the system, the technical work of the AI   system in this library is that it can 
automatically recommend literature based on keywords and someone’s rating.

Currently, there have been many developments of artificial intelligence that resem-
bles human intelligence so that it can replace the role of librarians in carrying out 
performance in the library. The use of Artificial intelligence serves to assist librarians 
in carrying out librarian activities, with the presence of Artificial intelligence, it can be 
used as a solution for librarians to optimally serve users without leaving their job as 
information managers in the library.

With the presence of this recommendation system, it can really help potential readers 
who are confused because of the many types and choices of literacy available. This 
system will provide prospective readers with literacy recommendations in accordance 
with the categories provided, so that readers no longer have difficulty in searching for 
literacy on the bookshelf one by one.
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The development of information and communication technology is currently 
growing rapidly thus providing many positive impacts on various human activities 
which in the end demands librarians to continue to adapt even balance between ser-
vices and the needs of library users. The role of information technology today is of 
course very important for library management which will have a very large influence 
on people’s lives today. Adjustment of information and communication technology can 
have an influence on the use of libraries effectively and efficiently [1]. Information and 
communication technology can be said to help support the process of managing librari-
ans in the library. Information technology in the era of the industrial revolution 4.0 calls 
for librarians to collaborate and communicate well so that they can be automated into a 
system [1]. In its application in libraries, information technology can be seen from the 
use of software and hardware.

Artificial intelligence can be used as a strategy for library managers to promote ser-
vices and facilities that later will be present and then given to library users to facilitate 
the process of searching for books. With the emergence of Artificial intelligence, librar-
ians can focus on serving users according to the flow and policies agreed upon by the 
library so that Artificial intelligence can become a librarian’s virtual world partner in 
providing one-stop service to library users. This collaboration can give an interesting 
impression to users when they know the sophistication of librarians who are able to read 
and translate user needs according to the specialist subject that has been determined.

Indeed, to bring artificial intelligence in this library is not as easy as turning the palm 
of the hand, it takes a lot of knowledge, insight and of course also costs that are not 
small. But if successful, the library will become a center of knowledge and insight that 
is not boring, even libraries can also be present online in cyberspace.

2 Research methodology

In this research using the recommendation method, where this system uses collab-
orative filtering and content based filtering. Where both methods are commonly found 
in recommendation systems [3].

The type of data that will be used in the research is qualitative data, and the data 
sources that will be used are primary data and secondary data. Primary data were 
obtained from field surveys, while secondary data were obtained from various publica-
tion sources. The analytical method used is a descriptive approach [4].

2.1 Dataset

This study uses the book recommendation dataset, which was obtained from the web-
site of https://www.kaggle.com/arashnic/book-recommendation-dataset. The data that 
is analyzed and used in this study is in the form of a csv file which contains book data.

2.2 Collaborative filtering

Collaborative Filtering (CF) is one of 2 ways of recommendation that is the basis 
for assessing recommendations based on rating values, in short this method uses the 
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opinions of other users to give preference to other users as well. This technique has 
been widely used in various applications such as Amazon.com.

2.3 Content based filtering

Content-based Filtering provides recommended articles that are slightly similar to 
items previously liked by users. The basic principles of this Content-based filtering system 
are: 1) To analyze the description of the items favored by the user in order to determine 
the main general attributes (preferences) that will be used to distinguish these items. 2) To 
compare the attributes of each item with the user profile so that only items that have a high 
acidity level with the user profile will be recommended. Application of the technique. [6]

Data obtained from electronic sources (internet) and so on which are related to this 
research and then we store them in a database. So, research will be carried out in a 
library to obtain data that will later be used as a method in making this AI.

In the application of artificial intelligence this is the first step, namely machine 
learning, AI knows the number of data collections entered by the user, starting from 
the title/book number/image which will later enter the database and for images, AI can 
detect it correctly based on data input, so as to find the appropriate literature. The follow-
ing is Flowchart of artificial system intelligence in the library can be seen in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of artificial intelligent in the library
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Judging from the flowchart above, it can be explained that AI works starting from 
when the user enters a book category using keywords (codes) that have been provided 
by the librarian to facilitate the book search process, after the librarian enters the code 
into the system, a book that matches the code entered will appear. However, if the book 
has not been registered into the system but there is already a code, then when the librar-
ian enters the code into the system, no results will appear. So, librarians must ensure 
that each book and its code has been registered in the AI   system used by librarian.

3 Discussion result

Based on the dataset owned, namely the number of book titles as much as 240,000 
data, with the amount of data counted, the results stated will be more accurate.

3.1 Results

Fig. 2. List of top 20 rating book titles
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Fig. 3. List of top 20 author ratings

Fig. 4. List of surprise library usage
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The results obtained from Figures 2 and 3 show that the data can be obtained from 
the filtration process on the rating of books and authors, this helps the reader in search-
ing based on the category he chooses. With this filter method, it is easier for readers 
and can find recommendations from the existing categories. In addition, this data filter 
process can also be done using the surprise library in the code to display more concise 
and neat results.

Fig. 5. Graph of distribution of book publications in years

From the graph in Figure 5, it shows that the number of book publications is increas-
ing every year. As time progresses, old books are sometimes increasingly abandoned 
and therefore, so that the system is not burdened, books from 1950 and earlier will be 
deleted. This is intended so that there is not too much data in the system and this graph 
will continue to delete data for books that have low ratings and old publication years.

3.2 Discussion

From these results, it can be explained the dataset used along with the database in 
each table: 

Dataset 1 – Rating.csv (11149780)

•	 User-ID – user ID
•	 ISBN – book ID
•	 Book-Rating – Rating given by user
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Dataset 2 – Users.csv (278858)

•	 User-ID – user ID
•	 Location – location of user
•	 Age – age of users

Dataset 3 – Books.csv (271360)

•	 ISBN – book ID
•	 Book-Title – Book Name
•	 Book-Author
•	 Year-Of-Publication
•	 Publisher
•	 Image-URL-S
•	 Image-URL-M
•	 Image-URL-L

From the test results, the available book recommendations vary greatly depending 
on how the keywords and categories are chosen by the user, plus filter factors that can 
be selected based on the rating of the book title or author. This allows readers to easily 
choose literacy that is popular and relevant at that time, but a low rating does not mean 
that literacy is not good, it’s just that there are only a small number of people who read 
and see it. So the system reads the literacy with a low rating.

System rating can also be displayed based on the reader’s willingness to seek 
 literacy. From the examples in Figures 2 and 3, it shows the top 20 ranking in the book 
and its author. This of course can be modified by the reader according to their individual 
preferences.

4 Conclusion

This research provides a solution for book readers, with this research, book readers 
are facilitated with a technology Artificial Intelligence (AI) to make it easier to find the 
books they want based on keywords or book categories.

This research uses a machine learning approach and uses the recommendations for 
collaborative filtering and content based filtering that can search for data by analyzing 
user input into the database, the system analyzes data that matches user input, if a 
suitable data is found, the system will display the data to the user.

With this research, it is also easier for someone librarian, because with this research 
the task of a librarian is reduced because there is already an AI that helps book readers 
to find the books they want.
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